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Hello again



Yesterday and Today

• Introductions, contexts and ideas

• Concepts of audience and audience development

• Connecting vision, values and audience goals

• What do we know about our audience, what would we 

like to know

• Linking strategy to action

• Case studies by museums and galleries

• Working with artists, education and participatory work

• Promotional and communication techniques

(Wednesday – your specific campaigns

Thursday – optional one to ones)



Audience goals (aims)

• How many/much audience do we want?

• Who would we like them to be?

• What do we want them to do?

• What do we want them to 

feel/think/appreciate?

• How do we want them to progress/develop?

• What impact would we like in the wider world?



Audience Goals?

How did you get on with your 

audience goals?

Which ones were important for you?

Are you able to put some actual 

goals alongside them?

An essential part of the audience 

development plan

To be used as part of the 

audience development planning 

session on Wednesday





People are different



They go for different reasons



They say different things about what they do



They act in different ways

People are looking for different 

ways of engaging with culture

- Attending, participating?

- Intellectual, entertainment, 

social, keep children quiet

- Free or paid for?

- Whole day out or a small visit?

- Want to be guided or make 

their own way?

etc
Contemporary Art Museum, Skopje, Macedonia



But they also have things in common



One event – different groupings

Consider an event like this – it’s for local people, cultural 

professionals and cultural tourists

Out There Festival Great Yarmouth, UK, 2017



Grouping

• Groups of people with whom we can work?

• Could be in our audience – or maybe not?



Some ways of thinking about audience groups

• Demographic – age, sex, education, work

• Geographic – closeness to you, places where they live

• Behavioural – regular / non / occasional attenders

• Attitudinal – types of art liked - contemporary, 

traditional, mainstream – or could be values based -

political, religious, cultural

• Access – physical, digital etc.



Your audience

1. What are the useful ways of thinking about your 

audience? Which are the ways it makes sense to 

categorise them?

2. Define one group that is not engaged, attending (or 

not much) and that you would like to attract. What 

are their characteristics?



Why don’t people attend?

There are many reasons that people say they don’t 

attend our events or culture in general .. And there 

are many more reasons that are also not really obvious



Worth remembering our place in it all 

By Permission of Tom Fishburne



Audiences by surprise

• The Statens Museum for Kunst: http://www.smk.dk/en/

• Metro Fences was an educational project using the 

freely downloadable images available from the Gallery 

(also on Google Art), re-used, re-imagined

• Re-produced by young people in

an enormous mural

round the building

site of the Metro

redevelopment in

Central Copenhagen

http://www.smk.dk/en/


Re-mixing



Community participation









Reasons for success

• Used their resource / asset – the collection

• Open and not precious about its use

• Thought imaginatively about how to use it – digital

• Participatory project – engaged young people in 

getting excited about actually doing the work

• Output was in a public place – people came across it

• It was clever, unusual, artistic



Barriers to taking part

What are the reasons 

people might have for not 

taking part in our 

activity?



Barriers

Perceptions

I won’t fit in, I won’t 

understand it

Practical

I can’t afford it, I didn’t 

know it was on

Experience

The café isn’t very nice, I 

can’t park nearby



Outdoor Arts

Outthere Festival, Gt Yarmouth, UK, 2016



Outdoor Arts and The Public (UK Research)

• Large audiences

• A diverse audience representative of the population

• Many rarely engage with arts and culture

• Younger and more ethnically diverse

• OA valued for connection with public space and the 

place it happens generally

• Quality of performance and experience rated highly



Why?

• Different kind of space – on the street in a public 

space – familiarity and connected to place

• Frequently non verbal performance

• Usually free

• Interactive / participatory

• Surprising and unexpected – spectacular and clever

• Social experience

• Unpretentious communication

• Knowledgeable programming (well-connected sector)



Spectacular and intriguing

Magnificent and joyful

Uplifting, invigorating, inspiring

Thought provoking, and quite beautiful



Metaxy

Mill Road Winter Fair, Cambridge, 2016



Spectacular and entertaining

Inferno, Spraoi, Waterford, 2015



Even in the rain



Three words to describe



Venues where people feel at home

Events in pubs, bars and cafes

Live literature

Taking place in rural locations



What people say about it



Change required?

National Orchestra of Spain

Post 2008 – declining numbers and ageing audiences

New artistic director – “turn concerts into experiences” without 

compromising artistic integrity



Audience Research

Asimetrica (Madrid)

Interviews with both 

Arts Managers and 

Audience to establish 

‘barriers to 

attendance’



Findings

• Ritual: Too many rules

• Lack of empathy with orchestra: musicians, 

soloists, and directors “different-from-me”

• Relevance/understanding: Lack of contextual 

understanding and knowledge of the music.

• Why come back? Exactly the same every week

• Lack of social components: No exciting 

opportunities to meet and socialize with people

• Duration of the concert: a 90 to 120-minute 

concert seemed like too much of a risk



Action?

Discover Concert Series

4 concerts a year – each one is a 3 part 

experience

1. 15-minutes audio-visual, musical or storytelling 

introduction of the work

2. 45-minute concert without interruption.

3. After the concert, there is a 30 to 45-minute 

encounter with the musicians over a 

complementary glass of wine



Plus ‘Pintasonic’ workshops for children 3-9

Changes in the atmosphere and the way they engage with 

the audience generally



Results?

Younger and more diverse audience

Once the word got round – started to generate new 

attenders

Further pathway for older children

More research into intrinsic impacts of music



Breaking down barriers

• A programme that is relevant and engaging

• Messages that say this is for people like you e.g.

o Focus on benefits

o Simple, clear and jargon free copy

o People ‘like them’ having a good time

o Staff  reflect the audience 

o Invest in customer service

o Other voices

• Signage and useful information in advance

• Ticket pricing

• Event timings



Let’s turn to your ‘difficult’ groups

Consider your ‘difficult’ group – the part of the audience 

you want to attract but are not at the moment

 In pairs you will try to solve each others’ issues, 

developing ideas for reaching and engaging them

Think about the barriers they might be facing and 

how you might overcome them

Consider what you will do differently to attract them



Highly engaged and informed visual arts audiences

Likely to purchase original works, 

but need cultivating

Looking for unique, special events with 

privileged access to art and artists

May work in or have personal 

connections with the cultural sector



Communication

What are people interested in?

Why do they take part?

Are you telling them about any of this?

Remember the audience goal – what do you want them 

to think/feel/appreciate?



Do people understand what you are saying?

“… with its characteristic visual 

richness and singular 

temporalities it examines 

complex issues such as the 

relationship between personal 

and collective history, the 

presence of the past in the 

present, the intertwining of 

memory and forgetfulness and 

porous nature of identity …”



Using your assets



Artists working with audiences



Communicating benefits not features

If you have to persuade a friend to see 
something, come along with you to an event, 
perhaps something they wouldn’t normally 
come to, what do you say?



Benefits not features

Benefits answer the question of what will I get out of 

this?

• Rather than talking about features

it’s The Merry of Wives of Windsor, a play by 

William Shakespeare written in 1597

• You could focus on benefits

you will find out what happens when a woman 

wants revenge

it’s a chance to enjoy sexual innuendo from the 

days before political correctness

you can be the first to experience what is going 

to be a popular production



Intangible benefits?



Are you thinking about all the benefits?



Are you thinking about all the benefits?



Different groups different communication



Knowledgeable high attenders

Direct email sent 

emphasising innovation, 

the distinctive 

experience using Virtual 

Reality headsets

It’s also a little bit 

political.



Infrequent attenders

Direct email sent

Entertainment focused, 

friendly language and 

emphasises the low price  



What do we know?

Volunteers helping with research at

Out There Festival, Great Yarmouth, England, September 2018



Informing this strategy

• Start with what you know

• Organisation knowledge (someone else might know)

• Identify what you need to know

• Think about how you will fill the gaps

research – quantitative or qualitative

• Implement research

• Consider and act on results

• Review



What would you like to know about your audiences?



The main ingredients of your strategy



Resources and contacts

www.theaudienceagency.org

@audienceagents

Jonathan Goodacre and Jacqui Fortnum

Senior Consultants

The Audience Agency

jonathan.goodacre@theaudienceagency.org

Jacqui.Fortnum@theaudienceagency.org

http://www.theaudienceagency.org/
mailto:jonathan.goodacre@theaudienceagency.org
mailto:Jacqui.Fortnum@theaudienceagency.org

